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1) ACUINUGA 
Project: ECOPEMER 

By LUIS ANTONIO  PEREZ CARRASCO 
Country: Spain 

 

About the project 
This investment project aims at the resumption of activity in an installation located in 
a pristine, sensitive environment, with good productive potential, although lacking in 
professional management. Centered on the production of organic sea bass and 
turbot, and clam and oyster seed, ECOPEMER is organized into three lines of work: 

 The development of new production techniques, including the implantation of 
a new containment system in horizontal flow trays; 

 The industrial application of innovative technologies for water treatment, with 
special emphasis on energy-efficient, environmentally friendly disinfection; 

 The validation of improved food management protocols that allow for the 
ecological certification of the final product. 

 

About the pitcher 

Holds a degree in Veterinary Medicine (Medicine and Surgery) from the University of 
León (Spain), a Master of Science at the Aquaculture and Fisheries Program of the 
University of California, Davis and a Ph.D. at the Institute of Aquaculture of the 
University of Stirling, Scotland, United Kingdom.  



His incorporation into the business world took place under the patronage, in 1999, of 
a PACTI-IDE contract (Programa para la Incorporación de Doctores a Empresas), 
funded by the Ministry of Education of the  government of Spain.  

More than 17 publications in international journals indexed by the Science Citation 
Index (ISI) and several registered patents of relevance to the aquabusiness. 

 

 
2) AQUAPONICS IBERIA 

Project: Fish n’ Greens 
By João Cotter 

Country: Portugal 
 

About the project 
We have the technological solutions to design and install complete aquaponics 
modular systems to produce healthy and local fish protein and greens. We have 
designed, tested and developed an urban aquaponics system that integrates fish and 
greens farming through a symbiotic ecosystem, using fully sustainable methodologies 
and technologies. This project (Fish n' Greens) uses cutting-edge technologies for 
filtration, oxygenation, monitoring and control, allowing to generate additional water 
savings, greater efficiency and phytosanitary protection through safe and cost 
efficient solutions we are developing. This solution integrates a consumer food store, 
a training room, guided tours, a healthy food restaurant and a processing and 
packaging room. The transparency shown, in particular by guided tours, will give 
consumers greater confidence and trust. The scalability of the solution, its flexibility of 
sizing and its future increasing brand awareness and trust will enable the solution to 
be replicated in all medium and large size European cities. 
 

About the pitcher 

João Cotter is the CEO and co-founder of Aquaponics Iberia and also the 
Portuguese Delegate of the Management Committee of Action COST FA 1305 - The 
EU Aquaponics Hub - Realising Sustainable Integrated Fish and Vegetable 
Production for the EU. In the past, he was a food retail business consultant, an IT 
project manager and until recently, was Secretary General of the Portuguese Pet 
Trade Association. João has a Master’s Degree in Business Management and MSc 
in Marine Biology and Resource Management from FCUL - Faculty of Sciences of the 
University of Lisbon. Has specific training in aquaponics (“Aquaponics Master Class” 
from Practical Aquaponics, “Aquaponics - Sustainable fish and plant production” from 
Aquaponics Australia, “Pentair Aquaponics Technology and Design Workshop”) and 
has been a trainer and organizer of various courses of aquaponics in universities and 
research institutions. For 17 years he has been a researcher in aquaculture and 
marine science, was the editor of 2 aquarium magazines, has been a long time 
educator and has been developing his activity as consultant, engineer and designer 
of aquaponics and aquaculture systems in an environmentally sustainable way. 

 

 
 



3) CFEED AS 
Project: Production of live fishfeed planktons 

By Tore Reeman 
Country: Norway 

 

About the project 
CFeed AS has a production of start feed for marine acuaculture juveniles. The 
product is a plankton, called Copepds. The product replaces existing fish feed and 
produces significantly better survival rates, growth and quality of the fish juvenile. The 
product can be exported worldwide, and we expect a market potential for the product 
around EUR 900 mill. 

About the pitcher 

Tore Reeman is CEO in CFeed AS. He is 46 years old, married with 2 girls. He lives 
in Trondheim, Norway. 

With an education in Food Technology and Biotechnology engineering, he has spent 
15 years in different management positions in Aquaculture companies (Marines 
Harvest and Salmar). 

Tore has also acted in different board member positions in The Confederation of 
Norwegian Enterprises. 

 

4) FISHTEK MARINE LTD. 
Project: SharkGuard MKII  

By Robert Enever 
Country: United Kingdom 

 

About the project 
SharkGuard is an exciting and new technology, a pulsed electrical device designed 
to mitigate shark bycatch in pelagic longline fisheries.  

This project proposes develop and trial a commercial model (SharkGuard MKII) in 
commercial fisheries and to test its efficacy and practicability at mitigating bycatch in 
a commercial setting. The trialling of a device that has the potential to significantly 
reduce the incidental capture of sharks in pelagic longline fisheries will contribute to 
shark conservation globally. If SharkGuard MKII repeats the successes observed in 
the pilot studies, then there will be immediate and significant markets within industry 
itself and widespread support from fisheries managers and eNGOs for it’s 
widespread uptake. 

 

About the pitcher 

Rob Enever is Fishtek Marine’s Director of Innovation and Uptake. His role is to 
promote the uptake of Fishtek Marine products in fisheries with significant bycatch 
issues, and to collaborate with the fishing industry, academia, NGOs and 
governments in supporting research and innovation associated with bycatch 
mitigation. 



Rob has a Ph.D in bycatch mitigation, and extensive, first-hand experience of 
working with the fishing industry, including a decade on vessels around the world, 
and more recently informing EU policy on discards in marine fisheries. Prior to his 
role with Fishtek Marine, Rob spent 7 years working for a UK statutory nature 
conservation body where he was responsible for ensuring the objectivity, quality and 
transparency of the marine evidence used for designating, and subsequently 
managing, Marine Protected Areas. 

 

5) SEA HARMONY 
Project: Ocean Reef-Tower Oases (ORTO) 

By Atanas Dimitros 
Country: Bulgaria 

 

About the project 
Sea Harmony’s team created ORTO - an innovative technology ready to reshape the 
aquacultures and disrupt the whole food production industry by using for the first time 
the Nature’s self-sustainable principle to create its own food-chains. The integrated 
aquaculture concept is based on the company’s patented “Pisa Reef“ vertical mussel 
reef technology. Pisa Reefs rapidly reverse Eutrophication, restoring dead zones and 
renewing food chains, using nature’s own processes, also acting as a carbon sink as 
effective as the same area of forest. ORTO technology uses the biggest problem of 
the Ocean as an unlimited resource to create life, reviving the entire ecosystem 
around, creating at least 4 high valued market specie: Mussels, Fish, Shrimps and 
Sea Snails. ORTO is an integrated multi-sector solution providing Economic, 
Environmental and Social-Cultural benefits. This cross-sector “leverage solution” 
addresses United Nations’ SDGoals helping to go beyond single issue, single sector 
solutions towards win-win-win solutions. 

About the pitcher 

Atanas Dimitrov was born in 1989 in Sliven, Bulgaria. In 2013, he graduated from the 
University of Economics in Varna, "Corporate Finance". Between 2010 and 2013, he 
was 3 times champion of Bulgaria, Absolute Balkan and Absolute European 
bodybuilding champion awarded the highest sports degree "Master of Sports". In 
2013 he worked at "Allianz Bank Bulgaria" and in 2014 at a farm for wild animals. In 
2015, he joined the team of "Sea Harmony" Finance Department. Currently he is 
Executive board Member. 

First prizes and awards: "Green Innovations for Sustainable Business", Norway 
grants, Innovation Norway, CEED Bulgaria; "Forum Youth Entrepreneurship - 
StartUp 2016 - Go To Market."; “The Venture” Winner for Bulgaria, Chivas Regal; 
“Climate Launch Pad” Winner for Bulgaria, CleanTech Bulgaria; Theme award: 
“Sustainable food production systems”, Climate KIC (105 International finalist out of 
964 projects); Prize: Green Booth Camp, Innovation Norway; United Nations, special 
guest at the 9th Annual OSI; Innovation Norway Jury Award: “Best Investment 
Project” 

 

  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1) BLUE RISE 
Project: Ocean Ecopark Curaçao 

By Remi Blokker 
Country: The Netherlands 

 

About the project 
Bluerise develops sustainable energy, water and food solutions by harnessing the 
ocean's power, addressing the scarcity issues in the tropics, where it's needed most. 

The ocean is our largest natural solar collector. Heat from the sun is stored in the 
upper layer, while the deep layers remains very cold. Bluerise has developed the 
technology to use this ocean thermal energy for the production of renewable 
electricity and cooling. Our products are up to 10 times more efficient than regular air-
conditioning, and provide reliable energy all year round, day and night, without 
requiring energy storage. 

Our flagship project is the Ocean Ecopark project in Curaçao, which will provide 
constant, affordable and sustainable electricity and air conditioning, replacing oil 
based electricity generation sources. Also, it will enable sustainable and local 
production, improving the island’s self-sufficiency, and attract new industries, 
diversifying and enhancing the island’s economy. Last, the project is one of the first 
of its kind in the World and will be a center of excellence for deep seawater 
technologies. 

 

About the pitcher 

Remi Blokker (1967) is co-founder and CEO of Bluerise, which develops energy 
systems that use temperature differences in the oceans to generate electricity and 
cooling. 

Bluerise enables tropical islands and coastal regions to become 100% energy 
independent and can help its customers to save up to 90% on cooling related 



electricity use. Covering seventy percent of our globe, the oceans are the largest 
solar collectors and can provide a vast amount of clean and renewable energy, day 
and night. Bluerise currently develops one of the World’s first Ocean Thermal Energy 
Conversion pilot facilities to be located at the premises of Curacao International 
Airport. 

Bluerise is the fourth startup that Remi has (co-)founded. Previous successful 
ventures include No Wires Needed, a WiFi pioneer, which was founded in 1993, the 
early days of Internet, sold to Intersil Corporation in 2000 and Avinity Systems, sold 
to ActiveVideo Networks in 2009. Today, he is again trying to make a difference with 
Bluerise. He holds a BSEE (cum laude) from Amsterdam Polytechnic and a Master of 
Business in Energy Systems from Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands. 

 

2) MARLINKS 
Project: Continuous risk assesment 

including burial depth measurement of offshore power cables 
By Roel Vanthillo 
Country: Belgium 

 

About the project 
 
For offshore wind professionals, the risk of submerged power cables is crystal-clear:  
While failure of the cables will take millions in repair costs and lost revenues, current 
cable monitoring is nevertheless only periodic or always one step behind.  

Marlinks continuously monitors offshore power cables: our advanced software 
application focusses on the burial depth of the cables, using thermal models 
combined with their internal distributed temperature measurements (DTS). This way, 
Marlinks reduces your total cable risk during the operations phase and protects you 
from damages due to unburied cables. Moreover, our trend-analysis allows an early 
warning, and literally buys a windfarm operator time to properly plan responsive 
actions.  

As government grants drop and margins get smaller, Marlinks can help the offshore 
windfarm industry to avoid unexpected costs and secure their power links. 

 

About the pitcher 

Roel Vanthillo is an industrial engineer and has extensive experience in the offshore 
wind industry. Before joining Fluves in 2015, he worked for DEME, Cofely Fabricom 
and Egemin. At DEME Roel took part in the construction of the very first Belgian wind 
farm C-Power. At Cofely Fabricom he was involved in Belwind (Belgium), 
Amrumbank-West (Germany) and Butendiek (Germany) as project manager for the 
low voltage systems of offshore substations. Roel has a broad knowledge of offshore 
monitoring techniques and the requirements such systems demand. 

 

 
 



 
3) MINESTO AB 

Project: The Deep Green technology 
By Magnus Matsson 

Country: Sweden 
 
About the project 
 
Minesto’s Deep Green technology is the only known, verified technology that can 
operate cost-effectively in low-flow tidal streams and ocean currents. Energy from 
marine currents has tremendous potential to deliver large-scale predictable, reliable 
and clean electricity around the global and thus play a vital role in a sustainable 
energy transition. The vast part of the resource consists however of low flows, which 
conventional technologies is not able to operate cost-effectively in. With a unique, 
patented way of increasing the relative water flow through the turbine, Minesto’s 
technology adds a step of energy conversion compared to other technologies. As a 
result, Minesto expands the ocean energy potential. 

 

About the pitcher 

Martin Edlund has for the last twenty years combined management consulting and 
strategy research collaboration with world-class technology companies such as ABB, 
GE, LM Ericsson and SKF. 

He has a PhD in Innovation Management from the Department of Technology 
Management and Economics at the Chalmers University of Technology and holds a 
Master’s degree in Engineering Physics. 

 

 

 

4) NOVA INNOVATION 
Project: Nova Tidal Energy Solutions 

By John Meagher 
Country: United Kingdom 

 

About the project 
 
Nova Innovation is a world leading, high growth company in the rapidly expanding 
tidal energy sector.  Nova Innovation: 

- Installed the world's first offshore tidal array in 2016  
- Delivers turn-key tidal energy solutions – clean, abundant, predictable energy 
- Unrivalled track record of success and delivery – we get things done 
- IP-rich tidal turbine designer and developer with extensive internal know-how 

and learnings from 7 years of focused R&D and project delivery 

Our business: 



- We sell systems that deliver clean, reliable and cost-effective tidal electricity 
whenever our clients want it 

- We build and operate 100kW ‘plug-and-play’ tidal power stations 
- Nova has scalable mass market global potential with a clear route to market 

 

About the pitcher 

John Meagher leads Nova’s business development activities. He has 20 years’ 
experience in the energy industry. He joined Nova in 2013, having previously worked 
at Wood Mackenzie, where he managed their Global Gas and Global LNG product 
services, and managed teams analysing energy markets across the Americas, Asia, 
Europe and the Middle East. Before that he was at Aker-Kvaerner working on 
engineering design, delivery and commissioning of infrastructure projects. 

John has a BEng in Chemical Engineering from the University of Edinburgh. 

 

 

 

5) WELLO 
Project: Penguin Wave Energy Converter 

By Heikki Paakkinen 
Country: Finland 

 

About the project 
 
Wello is providing technology for converting ocean waves into electricity. 

 

About the pitcher 

Heikki Paakkinen is the founder, member of the board, and the CEO of the company 
Wello Oy. Wello provides technology for converting ocean wave energy into 
electricity. The company was founded 2008.  

 

Heikki Paakkinen has been studying in Oulu University and Freie Universität Berlin, 
and he has a master’s degree in architecture from the university of Oulu, Finland. 
Before Wello Heikki was the CEO of Holvi Oy, an architect’s office specialized in 
demanding tensioned constructions and membrane construction. Holvi was founded 
by Heikki as well. Before that Heikki was a partner and at later stage the CEO of 
Nokat Oy, a company that focusing on real estate development. 

 

  

 

  



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1) ADVANCED AERODYNAMIC VESSELS 
Project: A2V 

By Matthieu Kerhuel 
Country: France 

 

About the project 
A2V designs and builds the next generation of fast transportation vessels, setting 
new standards in Fuel Efficiency, Speed and Robustness. 

 

About the pitcher 

Matthieu Kerhuel is an engineer with a dual expertise in Finance and Hydrodynamics, 
putting him in a unique position to grow a company such as A2V. He spent eight 
years working for General Electric in Europe and in the United States in various 
project management and finance positions. He also worked for a private equity funds 
in New York before pursuing studies in Hydrodynamics. He spent 3 years doing 
research on High Performance Computing with the Smoothed Particles 
Hydrodynamics method, focusing on complex multiphase flows. 

 

 

2) ALVEUS D.O.O. 
Project: Composite Repairs for Ships: Service Demonstration, 

Certification and Market Entry 
By Darko Frank 
Country: Croatia 

 

About the project 
The objective of the overall innovation project COMPA 2GO is to commercialise the 
service of COMPA repair for damaged or corroded ship pipes and structures.  



Using carbon fiber reinforced plastic mixed with epoxy resin, COMPA repair offers a 
cost and time effective alternative to the traditional methods of repair by welding.  

 

About the pitcher 

Darko Frank, technical director at Alveus d.o.o. has 16 years of experience in 
conducting and managing marine engineering projects internationally of which 12 
years at Alveus. He received a doctoral degree in naval architecture from Aalto 
University, Finland. Darko manages technical development of COMPA technology 
and, being responsible for the sales, is in contact with the market on a daily basis. He 
is and expert in the International Institute of Welding Committee and has authored 
20+ papers related to design and analysis of steel and composite ship structures. 

 

 

 

3) FISHY FILAMENTS LTD 
Project: Recycling marine plastics into supplies for 3D printing 

By Ian Falconer 
Country: United Kingdom 

 

About the project 
We take nylon monofilament (gill nets) and recycle them into supplies for low cost 3D 
printing. We do it with an innovative process that is designed for minimal chemical 
and energy use. The low capital cost of the equipment means that recycling can be 
localised, stripping out a need for long transportation of unwashed, bio-insecure 
waste nets, allowing the use of local renewable energy sources and with waste water 
stream that is compatable  (ie.e cleaner than) with most local municiple water 
treatment systems. 

 

About the pitcher 

Ian Falconer is the Founder/CEO of Fishy Filaments Ltd. Ian is a technologist who 
has worked with some of the world’s most innovative companies and organisations 
over the last 25 years on projects and products that have had global impact. An 
estimated billion people once saw one of his projects in action at the same time. For 
the last 5 years he has been working to try and make the materials used in 3D 
printing both more accessible and more sustainable. Fishy Filaments is a result of 
that work and is a hyper-local project backed by a business model that has potential 
for global scalability. 

 

 
 
 
 
 



4) OFW SHIPS 
Project: Marine Bottling Plant 

By Jacques Le Moigne 
Country: France 

 

About the project 
OFW Ships is a ship-owner at the crossroads of maritime and agri-food expertise. 
Created in 2013 in Courbevoie, it has developed a fully mobile water bottling plant, 
installed on board a commercial vessel: a Marine Bottling Plant. 

This bottling vessel is an eco-solution that incorporates responsible maritime 
innovations, designed to achieve a ship with a neutral environmental impact. With the 
pure, mineral-rich water it collects from the open sea, this bottling vessel is capable 
of producing quality bottled water. It also handles its packing and shipping to the port 
of its customers. 

 

About the pitcher 

Jacques LE MOIGNE is a versatile manager with 28 years in business development, 
industrial and commercial operations.  

Former officer of the French Navy, he then moved on to senior management 
positions in France and abroad with major groups such as SNCF, ENGIE and AXA. 
He has in particular worked for public water and electricity companies and 
participated in Deep Ocean Water Ocean Projects. 

Interested in the takeover of SMEs and convinced by the tremendous potential of the 
Blue Economy, he invested in 2015 in OFW Ships and joined the founders to 
accelerate the company's launch. 

He holds Master’s degrees in Naval Engineering, Supply Chain Management and an 
Executive MBA from HEC. 

 

5) TAVLON COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISE 
Project: Oil & Refuse Cleaning Apparatus 

By Sultan Riaz Khan 
Country: The Netherlands 

 

About the project 
 
The ORCA is an environmental friendly technology works on vortex power to remove 
various pollutants on land or on rivers or oceans. The focus is on (1) deadly plastics 
in our waterways (2) invasive algae due to rising sea temperatures & excessive use 
of fertilizers (3) spilled oil. During two years of R&D, ex-Boeing Wind Engineers & 
Marine Engineers with out of the box thinking as existing skimmers then and now are 
not effective in recovering spilled oil resulted in the ORCA. The ORCA has no 
machinery between the intake hose and the receiving tank and is thus virtually clog 
proof.  There is a lot of “garbage”, dead mammals that are part of any oil spill and so 



the need was to be able to lift vertically minimum 30 meters, the height of the deck of 
a large vessel into a receiving tank or hold. 

 

About the pitcher 

Sultan Riaz Khan is a Canadian and Swiss citizen with over 40 years of experience in 
the International Maritime Transportation Industry as well as in finance. Riaz has 
hands-on experience in the area of commercial operations of a fleet of Drybulk 
vessels, Crude and Product tankers and was on the Board of Eagle Container Lines 
as well as in chartering, negotiating and executing COAs, Sale & Purchase as well as 
selling vessels for recycling. 

 

Riaz launched Tavlon Commercial Enterprise in 2013 (TCE) and offers advice on the 
potential profitability of investments in the Maritime industry and owns the 
environmental technology called the ORCA (Oil & Refuse Cleaning Apparatus). 

 

 

  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1) BITCLIQ 
Project: Big Eye - Smart Fishing 

By Pedro Manuel 
Country: Portugal 

 

About the project 
 

Blockchain platform, implementing digital traceability, from sea to plate, using 
optimized satellite data communications, cloud/edge computing, and Big Data / AI to 
provide cost-effective real-time fishing fleet management and optional online 
marketplace for sustainable and traceable fish trade. 
 

About the pitcher 

Pedro Araújo Manuel lives on the west coast of Portugal. He is a serial entrepreneur 
that was inspired by his father to study electronic and telecommunications followed 
by informatics and computers engineering at the "Instituto Superior de Engenharia de 
Lisboa”.  Since the 90’s he worked in, developed and led several innovations 
projects, in Portugal, Europe and overseas. In 2013 he founded his second startup, 
BitCliq, leading a passionate team to follow his vision on how innovative technologies 
(Big Data, IoT, AI) can bring more value to traditional industries such as fishing, food 
processing, and agriculture. In his free time, Pedro loves to be with his family near 
the ocean, or surfing the best Portuguese west coast waves. 

 

 

 
 
 

2) EXCEEDENCE LTD 



Project: Cloud based techno financial software for renewables 
By Raymond Alcorn 

Country: Ireland 
 

About the project 
 

Exceedence sells B2B techno-financial software that empowers Wind Wave and 
Tidal Energy stakeholders and is a Scalable Standardised Renewables Decision 
Assessment Tools for Development and Investment. Our disruptive innovation 
couples technical databases and a financial calculation tool that allows users to 
quickly produce and compare financial KPIs to assess their profitability. We want to 
get more money flowing in renewable investment so we need to enable investors to 
confidently make robust financial decisions about projects using standards, analytics 
and metrics. We set out with the goal of catalysing the entire supply chain and letting 
more small technology developers play on a even field. 
 

About the pitcher 

Raymond Alcorn is the CEO & Co Founder of Exceedence. He has 20 years of 
experience in renewable energy, senior management, commercial and R&D roles. 
He is a Chartered electrical engineer with a PhD in ocean energy. Ray spun 
Exceedence out of a world class Marine Energy Research centre in 2015. Directly 
previous to Exceedence spent the past 8 years at a senior research managerial level 
in University College Cork which led to the IP creation behind Exceedence. 

 

Ray is incoming Chairman of the Irish Mirror committee of the IEC TC114 standards 
committee in marine energy and is Secretary of the Irish Marine Renewables Industry 
Association both of which give insights and direct connection to industry needs. 

 

3) FUVEX CIVIL 
Project: Replacing manned helicopters by long range drones in maritime services 

By Carlos Matilla Codesal 
Country: Spain 

 

About the project 
 

Currently, Manned helicopters perform critical maritime services such as search and 
rescue, maritime pollution detection, fisheries monitoring, etc. However they are 
costly (7,5 M€ acquisition cost, 3.000 €/h operative cost) and have personal risks.  

Drones can replace 70% of manned helicopters operations with 78% costs reduction. 
However, manned helicopters have not been replaced by drones due regulation as 
well as operative issues such as easiness of deployment, flight time and range. We 
have developed a hybrid plane/multirotor aircraft to solve these problems: It can 
Vertical Take-Off and Land from any flat surface and has double endurance than 



normal drones. In addition, we are co-creating the systems and procedures required 
to fly legally with key corporations being supervised by Spanish Authorities. 

 

About the pitcher 

Carlos Matilla Codesal defines himself as entrepreneur and engineer. Currently he is 
learning every day as the CEO and co-founder of FuVeX, a start-up which goal is to 
enhance the access of institutions and big companies to aeronautics through long 
range drones. Prior to this venture, Carlos founded FuVe, a cross-university 
association where students could create their own projects in order to participate in 
student competitions. In this association, he founded and managed Autonomous 
Underwater Vehicle “Isaac Peral y Caballero” and Unmanned Gyrocopter “Juan de la 
Cierva”, taking part both vehicles in international competitions in the US organized by 
the US Navy. Carlos has studied Aerospace Engineer and Naval Architect 
simultaneously and right now he is studying an executive MBA. He is also member of 
Celera, the first Spanish talent accelerator and has been a Marshall Memorial Fellow, 
the flagship leadership development program of the German Marshall Fund of the 
U.S. 

 

4) QUANTIDOC AS 
Project: VeriBarr (TM) Verification of barrier health 

By Karin Pittman 
Country: Norway 

 

About the project 
VeriBarr™ is complementary to all other existing health assessments as well as 
being objective and statistically robust. It provides an early warning system to make 
health-promoting decisions about fish quality, technical developments, feed recipes, 
impacts of transport and parasites, medication effects, handling routines and many 
other factors. VeriBarr™ has been applied to 6 species (salmon, trout, seabass, 
yellowtail, lumpfish and sculpins) in 6 countries (Norway, Spain, Canada, Japan, 
Greenland and Faeroes) in almost 50 commercial scale and lab scale trials. 

 

About the pitcher 

Prof. Karin Pittman, a Canadian living in Norway, has been in fish farming research 
for over 30 years and has travelled the globe teaching and researching aquaculture 
systems. She has been scientifically publishing since 1982 (also in Science the 
journal), held positions on multiple national program boards for research funding, 
been a peer-reviewer for many journals and for multinational projects, and pioneered 
the use of quantitative microscopy in fish biology. She has been on several large EU 
projects. She also served as Consul of Canada to Norway for 15 years, and won the 
Norwegian Thon National Prize for Excellence in Teaching (2016), a local Inventor 
Prize (2013) and a Global Prize for Aquaculture Leadership and Innovation (2016, 
GAA). She is the inventor of the technology underpinning VeriBarr™ and is currently 
the Chief Scientific Officer of Quantidoc AS, established in 2013, which holds the 
rights to commercially exploit the IPR.  



 

5) SEA DATA CENTER EHF. 
Project: Sea Data Center 

By Jón Þrándur Stefánsson 
Country: Iceland 

About the project 
 
Sea Data Center seafood information platform is addressing the task of collecting 
and transforming seafood related data into valuable knowledge for companies in 
order to enable better decision making. Sea Data Center is utilizing the proven 
methods and analysis to enable users to get up to speed on the latest market trends 
in seafood. Reliable and easily accessible information are the key and Sea Data 
Center is making it easy for users to get the latest information, to visualize the trends 
and changes in the market place, track prices and volumes to key markets. Sea Data 
Center has information on the most important seafood species with particular 
strength in the trade flow of whitefish. 

 

About the pitcher 

Jon Þrándur Stefánsson holds a doctorate degree in Business Administration with 
specialization on HRM from Kobe University of Commerce, Japan. He completed his 
MBA degree with specialization in International Business and Marketing from The 
University of North Carolina at Greensboro. Dr. Stefánsson also completed his BSc 
degree in Business Administration from the same university. 

 

Stefánsson has extensive experience in consulting, research, and in teaching in 
higher education. Stefánsson’s specialization is in the fields of HR, organizational 
behavior, and marketing management and international business. He has published 
several textbook chapters and articles in the fields of HR, case studies, and business 
planning. 

 


